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ABSTRACT
When computer systems are compromised by an attack, it is difficult to determine the precise extent of the damage caused by the
attack because the state changes made by an attacker and those
made by regular users can be closely intertwined. This problem
occurs due to implicit sharing in operating systems, and it can be
especially severe for persistent state. In particular, the file system
provides a single namespace that when compromised can have cascading effects on the entire system, making intrusion analysis and
recovery a time-consuming and error-prone process.
In this paper, we present Solitude, an application-level isolation
and recovery system that is designed to both limit the effects of
attacks and simplify the post-intrusion recovery process. Solitude
uses a copy-on-write filesystem to provide a transparent, restricted
privilege isolation environment for running untrusted applications,
and it uses an explicit file sharing mechanism across the isolation
environments that limits attack propagation without compromising
functionality. Solitude provides two modes of recovery. If a sandboxed application proves to be untrustworthy, a course-grained recovery method allows easily removing the footprint of the software.
However, if a user mistakenly moves malicious files to the trusted
environment via explicit file sharing, then Solitude uses data dependency tracking to allow fine-grained recovery.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Security and Protection]: Access controls, Invasive software (e.g., viruses, worms, Trojan horses); D.4.5 [Reliability]:
Backup procedures, Fault-tolerance; E.5 [Files]: Backup/recovery

General Terms
Security, Reliability, Management

Keywords
Access control, Copy-on-write, File Systems, Recovery, Taint analysis, Transactional file systems

1.

INTRODUCTION

Several research efforts in recent years have focused on analysis
and recovery of compromised systems [12, 6, 9]. This problem is
both real and hard: once a system is compromised, it is difficult
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to untangle the state changes made by an attacker, for instance the
replacement of system binaries, from those made by normal users
or administrators. While attempting recovery, an administrator is
generally left with the choice of either confidently removing all
attacker modifications or preserving all valid user activity, but not
both.
We observe that a root cause of this problem is the implicit sharing that exists in modern operating systems. A principal example is
the file system in which all users and processes share a single common namespace. Compromises that manage to make unauthorized
updates to this namespace, for instance by replacing the commonly
used UNIX ps command, can have cascading effects across the
entire system. While operating systems provide separate address
spaces to protect physical memory, comparable protection is limited for persistent state.
In this paper, we present Solitude, an application-level isolation
and recovery system that is designed to both limit the effects of
attacks and simplify the post-intrusion recovery process. At its
core, Solitude provides a file-system based isolation environment
for running untrusted applications. Each isolation environment is
bound to its own file-system namespace, similar to a process address space, via a copy-on-write isolation file system called IFS.
IFS offers a transparent view into the base (or regular) file system
for reading operations, but any modifications made by the untrusted
process or its children processes are confined to the separate namespace. If the user decides that the application is malicious or undesirable, the entire compromised IFS environment can be discarded
without concern for the integrity of the base file system. This recovery method, being simple, is accessible to ordinary users.
A typical usage scenario of our system may involve running a
peer-to-peer (P2P) client program within an IFS. For example, a
user may download and install a photo editing application using the
P2P client. The user knows that files on P2P networks are sometimes modified to include malicious components and thus installs
the application in an IFS. This may be the same IFS as the P2P
program or a new IFS, but in both cases, no changes are made to
the base file system unless the user has explicitly authorized them.
If the application exhibits unexpected or suspicious behaviour, the
user can remove the program and its changes by discarding its IFS.
As with any isolation environment, there is a trade-off involved
between the security provided by the IFS isolation environment,
application-level functionality and ease-of-use. We rely on two
mechanisms to resolve these concerns: support for restricted privileges for running server applications, and policies for explicitly
sharing files between an IFS environment and the trusted base file
system. Running programs with restricted privileges in IFS inhibits
the spread and effectiveness of malware such as spyware, rootkits and memory-resident viruses that attempt privileged operations
(e.g., loading kernel modules), and makes it harder to compromise
the IFS isolation mechanism.
Support for file sharing policies enables rich system functionality and helps with ease of use. For example, a user may wish to use

image files created by an untrusted photo application in a presentation program running in the base file system or within another IFS.
She may rely on a file sharing policy that allows the image directory to be shared with the base, or she may explicitly commit the
images from IFS to the base. We expect that these sharing policies
are specified when the application is installed or run for the first
time by a user. While low-risk files may be shared with the base
system for ease of use, commit-based sharing is more appropriate
for most files because it delays synchronization with the base and
thus allows handling errors in the sharing policy until commit is
performed.
We realize that users rarely have perfect knowledge of a program’s trustworthiness and that they may unwisely contaminate
their base file system by designing insecure sharing policies or
committing malicious data or applications. Solitude addresses this
issue by using a taint propagation layer between all applications
and the base file system. This layer tracks the effects of synchronizing files between the IFS and the base by recording how other
applications access these files and the actions they undertake as a
result. If a user decides that untrusted files or applications have
made it into the base, she can use Solitude for intrusion analysis
and recovery. Solitude helps produce a list of files and processes
that may have been affected and provides the ability to intelligently
rescue the system with fine-grained recovery tools.
Solitude makes three main contributions. First, it provides a filesystem based restricted-privilege isolation environment that is reasonably easy to specify and can be used for both client- or serverside applications. Second, it uses an explicit data sharing model
between an isolation environment and the base system that limits
damage from vulnerable applications and improves accountability
of persistent state changes. Finally, compared to our previous system [6], Solitude can track contamination more accurately and has
significantly lower logging needs for system-level intrusion analysis and file-system recovery. Our evaluation shows that the Solitude
model can be retrofitted in existing systems.
The rest of the paper describes our approach in more detail. Section 2 provides further motivation for the problem addressed in this
work. Section 3.1 gives an overview of our system, describing the
usage model and our threat model. Section 4 presents the architecture and the three main components of Solitude, the IFS isolation
environment, the sharing policies and the taint propagation and recovery model. Section 5 describes the current status of the Solitude
implementation, and Section 6 provides a detailed evaluation of our
system. Section 7 describes related work, and Section 8 provides
our conclusions.

2.

MOTIVATION

As computer systems continue to be infiltrated and organizations
lose customers and revenue due to attackers, the ability to do accurate analysis of attacks has become increasingly important. A
serious problem faced by security professionals when doing such
analysis is to distinguish attack activity from legitimate user activity. Previously, we designed a prototype analysis and recovery
system called Taser [6] that securely audits all system-level activities on a target system so that these activities can be diagnosed at
a later time. After an attack, Taser provides tools for analyzing the
audit log and an investigator can run taint propagation on kernel
objects such as processes and files to determine the set of attack
related activities. Since Taser maintains a log of all file-system activities, it can revert the persistent changes made by an attack, e.g.,
removal of a trojan program.
The Taser approach is implemented within an operating system
and requires no changes to existing applications, but it comes with

a cost. First, the system needs to log all system-call activities since
any activity could potentially be malicious. While such logging
is not computationally intensive, it imposes heavy storage overhead and analysis can take a long time. Second, and more seriously, while taint propagation is a useful tracking technique, it
raises problems in current operating systems because of implicit
sharing. In particular, all users and processes share a single common file-system namespace. For instance, in most Unix systems,
any user or application can write to the shared /tmp directory. Similarly, suppose that an attacker is able to modify a heavily shared
file, such as the password file. Any future user logins would read
this file and be marked tainted, and hence taint propagation would
not be able to reliably distinguish between attack and legitimate
user activity.
This implicit file-system sharing problem is exacerbated as users
increasingly download and install software from untrusted sources
on the Internet. Users are faced with the choice of either not downloading and running the application, or they risk compromising the
integrity and the stability of the system. For instance, a downloaded
media player application can have serious vulnerabilities that can
allow attackers to attach malicious code and infect computers without the user’s knowledge. Additionally, audio and video streams
and downloads can be used to hijack or corrupt computers [33].

3.

OVERVIEW

Rather than urge users to avoid downloading applications and
media, we argue that typical desktop applications that are used on
an almost constant basis such as web browsers, instant messengers,
word processors, e-mail readers and media players as well as most
server applications should always be run in isolated environments
to limit the impact of attacks.
Since our primary focus is on simplifying analysis and recovery
of persistent data, Solitude uses a file-system based isolation environment in which untrusted applications can only compromise their
own namespace. The challenge arises when applications, running
in different isolation environments, need to share data such as a media file that is downloaded in a browser and used by a media player.
Solitude allows explicit sharing of files between an isolation environment and the trusted base system, but it marks any such shared
files as tainted. Any use of these tainted files in the base is then
logged and tracked, similar to Taser. However the source of tainting is limited to the explicitly shared files, and hence as explained
later, Solitude not only requires much less logging than Taser but
is expected to help determine attack-related activities more accurately. Below, we discuss the usage model of our system and our
threat model.

3.1

Usage Model

Based on the notion that intrusions start with a network connection and then cascade into multiple system activities such as file
accesses and outgoing connections, we envision that Solitude will
be useful for various networked applications. These applications
could either be client-side applications run by the same user or
server-side applications (such as a web server, mail server, print
server) run on a machine on behalf of the same set of users. Below,
we describe some examples that represent usage models of our system.
Users increasingly run applications such as instant messaging to
communicate and share data. These applications can be run in the
IFS isolation environment, which by default allows read access to
the user’s file-system environment and isolates all updates. An external sharing specification describes how applications access the
base file system, which is important because it allows retrofitting

the sharing policy onto existing applications. A service that knows,
for example, that a messaging application writes chat logs to a certain directory can offer the user the option to preserve these logs
while ensuring that all other persistent updates remain isolated.
Similarly, with a mail client, the local mail directory and the mailclient configuration files could be explicitly shared with the base
system while any other persistent data would be unshared.
On the server side, consider a web site that provides an on-line
photo album service. The web server can be run in an isolation environment while configuring only the users’ photo data to be shared
with the base system. In this way, the persistent data that is important to users can be shared or committed to the base system, such as
for archival or file search, but any updates made by the web server
are unshared and cannot affect the rest of the site even if the web
server is compromised.
The IFS isolation environment allows running multiple, related
applications in a session. Consider a user that uses a peer-to-peer
application to download files. After downloading the file to a standard location, the user can run a viewer application within the same
session or mark the standard download location as explicitly shared
and use the viewer in the base environment. All other updates by
the peer-to-peer application are unshared and could be easily discarded after session termination. Note that isolation environments
are persistent in the sense that the IFS state is preserved across multiple invocations of the application.
Administrators can also choose to use IFS environments for certain low-privilege users. For example, IFS can be used to ensure
that anonymous FTP users cannot affect the base file system, and
to isolate directories that are shared across users such as the Unix
/tmp directory that has been the source of several exploits.

3.2

Threat Model

A malicious application can damage the integrity, confidentiality and availability of a system. Solitude strives to preserve the
integrity of the system in the presence of untrusted networked applications. The integrity of a system can be compromised by unauthorized modification of files and misuse of capabilities. For example, an application can delete important binaries or load a rootkit
leaving the system in a corrupted state. Solitude attempts to contain the damage caused by such operations using two methods: 1)
limiting access privileges to the trusted file system by isolating the
file modifications made by an untrusted application to a separate
namespace and providing fine-grained access control to the trusted
file system, and 2) limiting system-wide capabilities available to an
untrusted application in keeping with the least privilege principle.
These methods limit attack propagation in the file system by denying access to the files that should not be modified by the malicious
application, and restrict an application from causing harm by misusing its capabilities, which are far fewer than the all powerful root
user in Unix systems. An untrusted application may also communicate with other processes via means other than the filesystem, such
as IPC or covert channels. Solitude tracks accesses to the trusted
file system and IPC communication via a taint tracking mechanism
that can be used for post-intrusion analysis. However, Solitude does
not track covert channels, for example, communication via the external network.
In addition, a malicious application may trick a user into granting additional privileges or may misuse its privileges. Solitude aims
to counter this threat by providing a system-wide recovery mechanism, allowing users to recover their system. A malicious program
can also breach confidential information on the system by leaking
it to the outside world. Such techniques, e.g., employed by spyware programs, attack user privacy. Although not a fundamental
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Figure 1: The Solitude architecture

objective of Solitude, these risks can be reduced by denying read
access to sensitive information on the disk. A malicious application
can also reduce system availability. In this case, Solitude does not
provide any additional protection, but is no worse than the original
system.

4.

APPROACH

Solitude provides a copy-on-write file-system based isolation environment for running untrusted applications, and it uses an explicit
file sharing mechanism that limits attack propagation without compromising application functionality. The Solitude architecture is
shown in Figure 1. It consists of three main components, the IFS
isolation environment, the sharing policies, and the taint propagation, logging and recovery system. We describe these components
below.

4.1

IFS Isolation Environment

Solitude allows running an untrusted application in an isolation
environment called IFS that provides the application with a transparent view of the base file system, but it restricts any file-system
changes with a default copy-on-write policy. This policy can then
be refined with explicit sharing policies that allow synchronizing
the base file system with the IFS. Below, we first describe our motivation for using this isolation model and then present the model.

4.1.1

Copy-on-Write

There are several reasons that motivated a copy-on-write based
isolation environment. First, the basic file-system recovery method
is simple: if at any point the user decides that the software may
be malicious, they can discard the entire IFS environment without concern for the integrity of the base file system. Second, explicit sharing of file updates limits attack propagation across IFS
environments and hence reduces the effort involved in overall postintrusion analysis and recovery. Finally, copy-on-write enables
read sharing between the base and the IFS, and we do not require
explicit read sharing because such operations are far more common
and thus configuring them correctly would be challenging. However, as discussed later, the Solitude sharing policies can be configured to deny access to sensitive base files in the IFS environment.
With copy-on-write isolation, any malware that attempts to conceal its presence by disabling security software or by installing
rootkits will fail because the isolation mechanism safeguards the
integrity of programs in the base system. Similarly, spyware that
embeds itself in browsers will be ineffective when run inside an IFS
that is not specifically used for web browsing. Copy-on-write isolation can also help stop the spread of worms and viruses that propagate across network filesystems because IFS makes local copies
of these files. Finally, it can aid with malware detection. For example, a spyware detector could be periodically run in IFS, and
copy-on-write would allow easier monitoring of malware activity.

Capability
Fcap
CAP

Parameters
FilePath [owner.group] [perm]
[AppPath] CAP_SET
Table 1: IFS capability model

4.1.2

Application /usr/sbin/apache2 www-data.www-data
Fcap /var/run/apache2.pid www-data.www-data
Fcap /var/log/apache2/error.log www-data.www-data
Fcap /var/log/apache2/access.log www-data.www-...
CAP net_bind_service
Wcommit /var/log/apache2/error.log
Wcommit /var/log/apache2/access.log

Figure 2: Policy for the Apache web server

Isolation Model

We create an isolation environment by mounting the copy-onwrite IFS file system at a predefined mount point in the base file
system and starting an untrusted application within a chroot jail
rooted at the mount point. With the default policy, the application
has read access to the entire base file system but write access is
limited to IFS. We ensure that applications in the IFS environment
execute with privileges more restricted than if the same applications
were run in the base environment. For example, if an application
cannot access a root-owned file in base, then it will not be allowed
to access the file in IFS also.
To strengthen this isolation mechanism, we have incorporated
the Vserver secure chroot barrier [26] in IFS. This barrier uses a
special flag on the parent directory of the isolation environment to
prevent chroot escape. However, even with this mechanism, techniques for escaping chroot jails are known and have led to best
practices for using them [4]. The most important of these rules is to
disallow all-powerful root privileges in a jail, which makes it significantly harder to escape the jail. Unfortunately, this method limits functionality by disallowing setuid programs and server-side applications that, for example, may require access to privileged ports.
Setuid programs are appealing targets for Solitude isolation. They
are frequent targets of attacks because they provide a direct path
to complete control over the system. Sendmail is a typical example of a setuid application – it uses its root powers to temporarily
impersonate other users to deliver mail to their inboxes.
IFS restricts the privileges of root or setuid applications by enhancing the capability system available in Linux [15]. Each IFS environment can specify capabilities that are then enabled in the environment. For example, a web server IFS environment would allow
opening privileged ports. We chose Linux capabilities because they
are relatively easy to specify. However, they are coarse grained, and
in particular, file related capabilities apply to the entire file system.
For instance, a program running with the CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE
capability can override all file access restrictions.
Instead of allowing such powerful file capabilities, IFS allows
per-file or directory privileges that allow overriding file access restrictions in the base. This approach may seem cumbersome, but
our results show that in practice systems configure the discretionary
access control permissions for most files “almost” correctly so that
few overrides are needed. Hence privileged applications typically
require few per-file privileges and can be run correctly without
full-root privileges. For example, consider a web server such as
Apache2 running with restricted privileges in an IFS environment.
The application does not run as the root user and is only given the
capability to bind to a privileged port. As a result, it does not have
permission to access some files that are root owned, such as its error
log and access log. Therefore, it must be given per-file privileges
for these files. However, it can access most of its other files, such as
data and configuration files, without requiring additional privileges.
Table 1 shows the specification of the IFS capability model. These
capabilities are specified for each IFS environment. The Fcap file
capability allows overriding the file ownership or permissions on
the file (or directory) specified by FilePath. It provides a finegrained version of the Linux CAP_DAC_OVERRIDE capability,
and it applies to all programs run within an IFS. The CAP capability

applies to the application specified by AppPath. When AppPath
is not specified, it applies to the top-level application. This capability is enforced when an application starts executing, e.g., on a
Unix execve system call, and the CAP_SET parameter is a list
of capabilities (such as accessing privileged ports) allowed to the
application. IFS restricts certain capabilities such as create or remove mount points and accesses to raw devices, that may allow
applications to escape its isolation environment.
IFS capabilities are specified in a per-IFS policy file. Figure 2
shows a policy file for the Apache web server. This file is saved
outside IFS in the base system and can specify 1) the principal the
application should run as inside IFS, 2) the IFS capabilities, and
3) any of Solitude’s explicit sharing policies (described in the next
section). In Figure 2, Apache is run as the www-data user in an
IFS environment and the ownership of files with the Fcap capability is set to www-data in the IFS (not in the base) environment.
This capability together with the net_bind_service capability for accessing a privileged port allows running Apache in an IFS
environment with no other privileges. Section 6.2 shows that it is
easy to specify these capabilities for our other targeted applications.
When an application running within an IFS starts a child application by executing the execve system call, the CAP capability of
the child application is exactly the set specified by the CAP_SET
parameter for that application, and as a result, the child does not
inherit any capabilities from the parent application and setuid applications have no additional privileges in IFS. Furthermore, each
capability is specified for a given IFS and is not system wide. We
also ensure that files that have been copied into IFS via copy-onwrite do not run with any CAP capabilities. This is to ensure that
a vulnerable IFS application cannot be hijacked into executing a
privileged application that has been modified.

4.2

Sharing Policies

Solitude isolates the persistent changes made by applications by
using copy-on-write as its basic isolation model, but it allows refining this model with policies that enable explicit sharing of specific
files and directories between an IFS and the base system. This explicit file sharing model is based on the idea that sharing of files
across applications is rare. We evaluate this hypothesis in Section 6.1.
The sharing policy language is designed for simplicity and intuitiveness similar to the IFS capability model. In particular, there
is no support for sharing between two IFS environments directly,
which provides finer-grained sharing but would complicate the language design and specification. Any such sharing must be performed via the base system. The sharing policy specifies three
sharing modes for reading and three modes for writing (although a
few combinations are not meaningful and mentioned below). These
modes are shown in Table 2. All the sharing modes apply to a file
or directory and are subject to the access control restrictions of the
base unless these restrictions are overridden by the Fcap capabilities. Below we describe the different modes and show how they can
be used to support the IFS usage models described in Section 3.1.

Read/Write Mode
Rshare
Rsnapshot
Rdeny
Wisolate
Wcommit
Wshare

Description
Allow file read sharing (default)
Allow file read from a snapshot
Deny file read
Deny file write to base (default)
Allow file write during commit
Allow file write sharing

Table 2: IFS sharing modes
Rshare specifies the default read policy in which IFS applications
transparently read from the base system until they make an update
to the object. At this point, the data is propagated to the IFS and
read from there (one way copy-on-write). The read-share policy
protects the base system from any persistent changes made by a
compromised application running in an IFS and also allows easily
rolling back these changes.
Rsnapshot specifies copy-on-write in both directions, i.e. the IFS
makes a snapshot of the base immediately upon start-up, rendering both the IFS and the base oblivious to any subsequent changes
made in the other. A read snapshot ensures that software updates
in the base do not affect the isolation environment. However, it
also disables critical updates, such as security updates for a web
server vulnerability, from becoming available in the isolation environment. The isolation environment must be shutdown and reinitialized to access these updates. At shutdown, updates in IFS can
be discarded or commit shared as described below.
Rdeny hides specified base files or directories from the IFS environment and therefore guards against information leaks and addresses information privacy concerns. The read-deny policy is likely
to be used in systems where the isolation environments are used to
run risky applications susceptible to subversion such as certain network servers. A read deny overrides any write sharing policy.
Wisolate specifies the default write-isolate policy and confines all
writes permanently to the IFS.
Wcommit specifies that changes are confined to IFS but may be
eventually committed to the base system. Commit sharing delays
synchronizing updates until an explicit commit is issued. During
commit, IFS updates to files and directories specified via Wcommit are applied to the base system atomically and are then discarded
from IFS. Each commit is associated with a Commit ID that is used
during recovery, as described later in Section 4.3. This sharing
mode provides a time period (until commit) during which updates
can be discarded and is suitable when sharing data loosely or occasionally with the base.
Commits are initiated by starting a commit process on a particular IFS. The commit process is described in more detail in Section 5.3. Commits can only be invoked by the IFS owner in the
base system, ensuring that malicious applications running in the
isolation environment cannot commit persistent data. An alternative that is currently not supported in Solitude, is to allow commit
sharing from the isolation environment after explicit user authentication similar to the use of the sudo program in Unix systems.
Various usage models described in Section 3.1 can benefit from
commit sharing. For example, the session logs of instant messaging
applications could be commit shared with the base system periodically. Similar, for the photo application described earlier, the photo
album directory could be commit shared with the base system for
archival or for viewing by another application such as file viewer.

Application /usr/bin/firefox
Wcommit /home/djeric/downloads/
Wcommit /home/djeric/.mozilla/
Rdeny /home/djeric/private_info.txt

Figure 3: An application policy file with a write-commit and a
read-deny policy

Solitude allows concurrent updates to occur in the base and the
IFS and hence persistent state in the two file systems can diverge
over time. An object modified in IFS can be committed successfully when the corresponding object in the base file system has not
been modified after it was first copied into IFS. This criteria ensures
that the commit operation is atomic and equivalent to an object being accessed and modified at commit time [30].
When the commit criteria is not met, updates can diverge and
the commit is said to be conflicting. Such conflicts can be automatically resolved for directories since their semantics are known.
We expect that sharing and hence conflicts across applications described in our usage models will be rare. If conflicts are common,
then either the conflicting applications should be run within the
same IFS, or the write sharing method described below is more
appropriate.
Although Solitude is designed to run untrusted applications indefinitely within the IFS environment, it also supports committing
an entire application that the user deems trustworthy after evaluation.
Wshare indicates immediate write-sharing of changes from the
IFS to the base file system and is useful for files known to be of
low risk. Write sharing is also used for special files such as device files that typically do not satisfy file semantics (i.e., reads provide the same data as a previous write to the file) and also do not
provide persistent data. These files must be explicitly specified as
shared to allow updates. For example, many Unix programs write
to the /dev/null device file and terminal programs write to the
/dev/ptmx pseudo terminal device. A write-shared file must be
in read-shared mode.
Figure 3 shows a sample policy snippet for sharing files and directories. It specifies that any changes made by the Firefox application are permanently confined to its IFS (the default policy), with
the exception of the downloads and the application profile directory which can be explicitly committed by the user to the base
file system. Firefox is allowed to read all the files in the base except
for the file private_info.txt, presumably because it contains
sensitive information.
Policy rules are applied recursively to a directory’s files and subdirectories. A more specific rule, such as one that applies to a file
in a sub-directory, overrides a more “general” rule, i.e. one that applies to a higher-level directory and its sub-directories. This allows
users to specify a rule covering a directory and its contents, with
exceptions for some sub-directories and individual files.
The intended authors of the policy files containing the IFS capability and sharing specification are companies that provide the
OS distribution or user communities. The policy language is simple and we expect that system administrators will be able to easily
modify the policy files to suit their environment. For certain applications, a default read-only policy should be satisfactory. In such
a scenario, the damage is restricted to information leakage. The
user can mark sensitive files with RDeny, thereby avoiding their
leakage.
Innocuous applications, when hindered, can inform and request
the user to grant certain file access permissions and capabilities to

Operation
File and directory read operations, execute file
File and directory modification operations
Create child process

Propagation Rules
Tainted file → Taint process
Tainted process → Taint file
Tainted process→ Taint child process

Table 3: Taint propagation rules
function correctly. At this point, the user must judiciously grant
these privileges, based on the files that can be modified as well as
the capabilities that can misused. A mistake in his assessment will
require system-wide recovery as described below.

4.3

Taint Propagation and Recovery

The sharing policies described above enable collaboration between applications running in IFS and base, or between different
IFS contexts via the base. Without support for such sharing, an
increasing number of applications would be run in the same isolation environment, negating the benefits of isolating the applications. However, the sharing policies could be poorly designed, potentially leading to contamination of the base file system either via
commit or write sharing of malicious data or applications. Solitude
addresses this issue by tracking how other applications access files
that are committed or write shared, and then using a taint propagation method to log their resulting actions. If untrusted files reach
the base, Solitude uses a modified version of our Taser system [6]
for analysis and fine-grained recovery of the base system. Below,
we describe the Solitude taint propagation method, the logging system and our offline recovery method.

4.3.1

Taint Propagation

Each IFS environment in Solitude conceptually has an associated IFS monitor process running in the base that performs all file
operations on behalf of IFS processes in that environment. This
process accesses a file in the base or the IFS environment based
on the file sharing mode, and synchronizes files from the IFS to
the base during a commit. Solitude marks this monitor process as
tainted since it operates on behalf of untrusted IFS processes. Then
the taint propagation algorithm tracks modifications to the base file
system that depend on this process. The taint propagation rules are
simple and shown in Table 3. These rules operate on kernel objects
such as processes, files and directories that can either be untainted
or tainted. The rules 1) taint a process when a process reads or executes a tainted file, 2) taint a file when a tainted process modifies
the file, and 3) taint children processes of a tainted process. These
rules can taint any processes running in the base environment or
any files in the base file system, but they ignore IFS processes or
files, because our goal is to recover the base system after an attack.
The Solitude tainting algorithm, operating at the granularity of
kernel objects, is coarse grained compared to instruction-level dataflow analysis [29, 18, 3]. We choose to use a coarse tainting method
for two reasons. First, data-flow techniques are vulnerable to attacks caused by implicit or control-based information flows within
a program [24]. Our algorithm taints at the process level and thus
does not suffer from this problem. Second, data-flow techniques
generally have a large overhead and are thus not used during normal operation, while our algorithm has low overhead and can be
used in real time. The main drawback of coarse-grained tainting is
that it can introduce a large number of false sharing dependencies.
However, we expect that file sharing will be common mainly within
IFS environments (which are ignored by the tainting algorithm),
and our explicit sharing policies will limit false dependencies in
the trusted base environment.

4.3.2

Logging System

The taint propagation algorithm uses a single bit to taint base
processes or files according to the rules shown in Table 3. However, this approach only allows determining the entire set of processes or files that were tainted by any isolation environment. Solitude allows finer-grained recovery at the commit level by logging
two kinds of operations. First, it logs all operations in which the
source object in any propagation rule shown in Table 3 is tainted.
For example, in the first rule, it logs a file read operation and the
process reading the file when the file is tainted in a tainted operation log. Second, Solitude uses a separate privileged commit
process to generate a commit log that stores an IFS ID, a commit
ID (that is incremented per IFS commit), and the set of committed
files on each commit. The commit process taints itself, and hence
its operations are logged in the tainted operation log. This log and
the commit log are sent to a backend system shown in Figure 1,
which allows commit-level recovery as described below. The logs
are stored and analyzed on a separate system so that they cannot be
easily destroyed.
Our previous Taser system [6] assumed that all file-system operations were untrusted and hence logged all these and related operations. In contrast, the Solitude threat model assumes that untrusted
applications are executed in IFS environments and hence only operations in IFS environments and tainted operations in the base are
untrusted. After an attack, copy-on-write based IFS environments
can simply be discarded. As a result, Solitude does not need to log
any operations in IFS and only logs operations on tainted base objects for fine-grained recovery. This approach can reduce logging
significantly compared to Taser.

4.3.3

Recovery

Recovery in Solitude can be performed on the backend system at
a per-IFS, per-commit granularity. If a malicious file is committed
to the base, the user specifies the IFS from which the file was committed and a commit ID (described earlier) as a starting point for
recovery. Our analysis tools, previously developed in Taser, help
determine the IFS and the rollback commit ID. For example, each
commit stores a commit time and the set of committed files. If the
file is known to be committed at some approximate time, then the
closest previous commit ID is chosen.
The recovery process can generate the tainting dependency graph
for any given commit. It starts by tainting the corresponding commit process and re-running the same tainting algorithm described
earlier. This is possible because all tainted operations are logged to
the backend. Our use of the IFS monitor process (see Section 4.3.1)
ensures that if the tainted operations of an IFS are read by another
IFS, then the recovery process will track the operations of the second IFS also. Furthermore, since an IFS environment will often
read files after they are committed, all subsequent write-share and
commit operations by the same IFS will also become tainted. As a
result, recovery for the explicit shared operations in Solitude would
be performed at the granularity of IFS environments. This approach
represents a trade-off between the granularity and scalability of recovery. Previously, we used Taser to perform rollback at a finer
process-level granularity, but that required logging all file-related

operations in the system which limited the scalability of the system, and it also required more detailed analysis to determine the
starting point for the tainting algorithm. Since IFS environments
are typically used to run closely-related applications, we believe
that IFS-level recovery is an acceptable trade-off.
Once the set of files that depends on a particular commit ID has
been generated, these files should be manually inspected to ensure
the correctness of recovery. Then the files can be rolled back to an
untainted state by using the unmodified selective redo algorithm in
Taser [6].1 The rollback uses a snapshot of a file taken when the
file was first tainted by any commit and then replays all subsequent
modifications (which were logged because the file was tainted) until the file reaches a state just before the rollback commit ID. The
recovery system uses a simpler, more efficient undo algorithm for
reverting tainted directory operations, and then generates a selfcontained script that can be used to recover the base file system.

5.

IMPLEMENTATION

Solitude consists of three main components, the IFS isolation
environment for running untrusted applications, the explicit sharing policies for limiting attack propagation and the tainting system
for recovering from malicious shared files. Next, we describe our
implementation of these components.

5.1

IFS Isolation Environment

The basic isolation mechanism in IFS is a copy-on-write file system. For ease of implementation, we have developed a user-level
prototype of this file system using FUSE [31] running on the Linux
kernel. FUSE intercepts operations at the virtual file system (VFS)
layer, so that applications do not have to be modified to work with
FUSE file systems, and calls wrapper functions in a user-level process that performs all file system operations on behalf of the applications running in each IFS environment. This process, conveniently the IFS monitor process described in Section 4.3.1, implements copy-on-write by redirecting operations to the base or IFS
layer. This implementation runs on the Linux ext3 file system but
is mostly independent of the base file system.

5.1.1

Implementation of Copy-on-Write

IFS implements copy-on-write at the file-system level. The implementation for files is straight-forward – files are copied to the
IFS whenever file data or attributes are modified. An IFS directory
is an overlay that only contains files or sub-directories in IFS. It is
created when 1) a base file (or sub-directory) within the directory
is modified, or 2) an IFS file (or sub-directory) within the directory
needs to be created. For example, when a base file is modified or a
file is created, IFS directories are created for all ancestor directories
of the file.
The implementation must handle three main issues. First, a createdelete ambiguity is introduced when a file that was copied from
base is removed in IFS. The implementation ensures correct copyon-write operation by recording all file deletions and the deletion
time. Second, it records the time when a file is first created in
IFS. This time-stamp is used during commit to detect file content
conflicts, which occur when this time is earlier than the base file
modification time. Finally, hard links in Unix file systems, which
allow a single file to have more than one name create several complications. For example, consider a file with two hard links that
exists in the base and is updated in IFS using one name. Later, it
is accessed in IFS with its second name. In this case, IFS needs to
1
Taser also provides tools that help a user analyze and modify the
set of files that need to be reverted.

map this name to the IFS version of the file. The implementation
uses two mapping tables, one from base inode of a file to the corresponding IFS inode, and another from IFS inode to the file name
and the IFS inode of its parent. These tables allow mapping a pathname in the base to a pathname in the IFS. IFS must also perform
reference counting to ensure that an IFS file is not removed until all
names of the file in IFS and base are removed. Additional details
are available in our technical report [27].

5.1.2

Implementation of Isolation Model

When an IFS isolation environment is started, the top-level IFS
application, by default, assumes the ID of the user invoking the IFS
environment. However, if a user is specified in the policy file (e.g.,
see the first line of the Web server policy file shown in Figure 2) and
this file is owned by user root and not readable or writable by others, then the policy file user ID is used. Similarly, applications can
only acquire the capabilities shown in Table 1 if the corresponding
policy file is root owned and non-world readable or writable.
The capabilities in Table 1 are implemented using two methods:
the Fcap capability is enforced by the IFS monitor process, while
the per-application CAP capability is implemented by modifying
Forensix [5], a kernel-level system-call interception facility. At IFS
start-up, this capability is passed to the kernel, stored in a per-IFS
kernel data structure and enforced during the exec system call.
Unlike the current Linux security model in which applications that
require any privileges are run with all privileges (as root), our implementation ensures that only the privileges needed by any application are given to it, thereby restricting the Linux security model.
Currently, we require manual specification of IFS capabilities for
an application. We plan to develop a tool that will help simplify
this process.

5.2

Sharing Policies

The Solitude sharing policies are implemented within the IFS
monitor process. The default policy is copy-on-write, i.e. read
share and write isolate, with a few exceptions such as write sharing
for some /dev devices. Currently, we are in the process of implementing the Rsnapshot mode in Solitude. This mode requires
integration with a standard file-system versioning mechanism [37,
19, 1], and is especially useful if the user plans to run multiple versions of an application in different IFS environments.
While our sharing policy language is simple by design, we find
that determining the correct policy for a large application can take
time. For example, determining the full set of files used by an application and determining the correct policy for each sharing scenario
can be challenging even for individuals with intimate knowledge of
the internals of an application. Even when the correct policy has
been supplied externally such as by a community of users, individual system administrators may still wish to customize policy files
to their specific system configurations and specific needs.
Accordingly, we have created a simple tool that profiles an application’s file I/O behavior and produces a list of files that are created, deleted, read or written by the application. This output provides a good starting point for deciding the set of files that need to
be shared. In Section 6, we describe our experiences with writing
sharing policies for several popular client- and server-side applications.

5.3

Taint Propagation and Recovery

We have implemented taint propagation and the logging system
(for recovery) in the kernel of the target system with Forensix. The
taint propagation algorithm starts when a user commits files to the
base file system or when files are write shared. File commit is im-

plemented as a separate commit process, although it is logically a
part of the IFS monitor process since it also enforces the sharing
policies. The commit process uses redo logging to ensure atomicity. This process first explicitly taints itself (similar to the IFS
monitor process which is always tainted), creates a commit log of
operations to be performed (e.g., creating or synchronizing a file
in the base), sends the commit log to the backend with a new system call called solitude_commit, and then performs the operations. Tainting the commit process taints all its file operations,
which are then automatically appended to the tainted operation log
and sent to the backend system. All IFS updates to write-shared
files between two explicit commits are associated with the subsequent commit, which provides a logical grouping of the various
modifications to the base file system to discrete commit points for
the purposes of recovery.
The taint propagation algorithm maintains the taint status of base
processes and files by simply following the rules shown in Table 3.
File taints are maintained persistently across reboot. The logging
system initially sends a snapshot of the base file system namespace
to the backend. After that, it logs all base namespace modifications
to the backend so that the backend recovery process can recreate a
consistent view of the base file system. When a file is first tainted,
a snapshot of its pre-tainted contents are sent to the backend. After
that, all content updates to the tainted file are logged to the backend. The backend can then rollback a file to its pre-tainted state
and apply updates until the time associated with a specific rollback
commit ID.

6.

EVALUATION

Our evaluation of Solitude focuses on the effort involved in configuring sharing policies and how well the system limits the spread
of contamination from the untrusted IFS environments. We start by
evaluating sharing patterns among existing applications to gauge
the complexity of isolating various classes of applications. Second,
we describe the effort involved in configuring the sharing policies
and capabilities for applications run within IFS environments to
determine the usability of the system. Third, we measure the contamination that occurs due to explicitly shared files and the storage
requirements of tracking and logging the actions of contaminated
processes. Finally, we evaluate the performance overhead of Solitude.

6.1

Measurement of Sharing

Our first study is designed to evaluate file- and IPC-based sharing
patterns among existing applications run in Linux environments.
Our hypothesis is that both file and IPC-based communication is
limited among applications that are targeted for IFS environments
(e.g., network applications) and hence configuring explicit sharing
for these applications is a viable option. We test this hypothesis
for both client and server environments by using Forensix [5], a
system that logs all system calls and provides MySQL-based tools
that help with analysis of past system behavior. The client system
is one of the authors’ machines and it runs Ubuntu Linux 2.6.15.
The server also runs the same OS and provides web server (with a
php/mysql backend), imap, webmail, postfix, NFS, VNC, dhcp, tftp
and sshd services to a cluster of 128 machines with roughly 10-15
active users. We present results for any potential sharing that occurs
among applications based on file and IPC-based communication.
Table 4 shows the results for write-write sharing of files by more
than one program in both a client and a server environment. This
table indicates that sharing is relatively uncommon compared to
the total number of file accesses on the client side. On the server
side, the majority of the sharing occurs due to a set of related mail

Experiment dates
Experiment time
Files written
Write shared files

Client
Jul 26-Aug 23
29 days
30353
173

Server
Jul 25-Aug 13
20 days
151856
88154

Table 4: File sharing statistics

programs shown in the first row of Table 5. This table shows the
shared files, the programs that accessed them, and the type of sharing that would be needed to support these applications in a Solitude environment. The first column of each row shows the number of shared files in the client and the server study in parenthesis. The Unshared files can be accessed in an IFS environment
with no additional policies. The Write-shared files require a corresponding write-shared policy. Some files, such as log files, may
either be in Unshared mode when accessed from IFS, or could
be directly accessed by programs in the base environment. Also,
certain programs, typically used for system administration, will
mainly be run in the base. Files in home directories may be accessed within IFS or base depending on the types of programs
being used. For example, a development IFS could be used for
accessing files from a remote repository and editing and compiling these files. Similarly, other networked applications, such as
web browsers would be run in their own IFS and their configuration files could be periodically committed to the base home directory.
We also performed an IPC study using the same experimental
data to determine whether an explicit IPC specification is reasonable across IFS and base environments. Common IPC mechanisms
in Unix systems include FIFO, Unix domain sockets, shared memory and local INET (TCP, UDP) sockets. The first three mechanisms have unnamed and named counterparts. The unnamed mechanisms work for related programs in a process hierarchy and are
allowed within an IFS but disallowed across IFS and base in Solitude. For named communication, our study showed that there was
no shared memory communication, and a very small set of applications used FIFO and Unix domain sockets during the course of the
experiment.
Based on this initial result, we disabled these IPC mechanisms
across IFS and base and different IFS environments to avoid implicit sharing, and re-ran the few applications using the IPC mechanisms. Surprisingly, we found that they still worked correctly.
For example, Gnome applications use Unix sockets to communicate with the Gnome application-configuration registry. Our experiments show that disabling Unix domain sockets has no effect on
these applications running in an IFS because they start another configuration daemon in the IFS. The configuration data is stored in a
file hierarchy, and hence we were able to use commit sharing to
synchronize the application configuration data in the IFS with the
base (if desired by the user).
For local INET sockets, we saw no UDP based communication
during the entire experiment. We saw local TCP connections to
three services, the printing server, X server and the ssh server. The
printing server should be run in an IFS, but the other servers provide
basic services (desktop environment and remote access) and would
need to be run in the base. In all these cases, these services would
need to be shared with many IFS environments. Even so, these
results are promising because the total number of such services is
small, and hence we plan to incorporate explicit IPC specification
in Solitude.

Shared files (client, server)
Files in /var/spool/postfix (0, 85927)
Files in home directories (30, 1639)

Programs
Postfix, smtp, local, cleanup
Compilation, etc.

Files in /tmp (122, 553)
Files in /var/mail, /var/mail/$USER.lock (0, 10)
Device files, /dev/null, /dev/ptmx, /dev/ttyXX, /dev/pts/0 (5, 3)
Log files, /var/log/wtmp, /var/run/utmp, /var/log/lastlog, .xsession-errors
(5, 6)
Libraries, /usr/local/lib/libfuse.a, /usr/local/lib/libulockmgr.a (2, 0)
Files in /var/lib/belocs, /var/lib/texmf/ls-R, /var/lib/dpkg/lock,
/var/cache/debconf/ (9, 16)

Cron, tex, other programs
Procmail, imap, mail clients
Numerous programs
gnome-pty-helper, xterm, sshd,
sessreg
install, ranlib
locale-gen, synaptic, apt-get,
gnome-session, gnome-panel

Type of sharing
Unshared
Unshared,
Commit
In base
Unshared
Write shared
Write Shared
Unshared, In
base
In base
In base

Table 5: File sharing on a client and a server system

6.2

Sharing Policies

In this section, we discuss the usability of our system by describing examples of sharing and capability policies for various classes
of client and server-side applications suited for IFS environments.

6.2.1

Client Applications

We wrote and tested policies for a web browser (firefox),
instant messenger (gaim), mail client (thunderbird), a filesharing client (limewire) and an audio player (xmms). These
applications are representative of a large class of networked applications used for downloading data and executables on the client
side. We used a combination of the copy-on-write IFS environment and our profiling tool to determine the files accessed by these
applications.
These applications do not require any write-shared files except
some device files. In all cases, the default specification for all these
applications allows committing the application profile directory in
the user’s home directory to ensure that the application profile is
safe even if the application is subverted and its IFS environment
needs to be discarded. Conflicts during commit are unlikely, since
we do not expect that an application’s profile directory will be modified by other base applications. The user may also specify that the
downloads directory of some of these applications (e.g., ~/Share
for limewire) can be committed. The mail client policy is similar when using the POP or IMAP protocol. However, when mail
is delivered locally, the mail INBOX folder must be write shared
to enable sharing with the mail transfer agent (e.g., postfix) IFS
and all mail folders must be write shared when using a mail delivery agent (e.g, procmail). Figure 3 showed a sample policy for
firefox. The other applications have similar policy files.
While the default policy for all these applications requires three
or fewer lines, the user may choose to use a more fine-grained specification. For example, the user may write- or commit-share only
the logs directory of the gaim application instead of the entire
application profile directory. Similarly, the user may choose to
commit only the bookmarks file in firefox and specific extensions that are known to not be malicious [13]. All policies could be
further refined by users to protect the privacy of specific files and
directories using the read-deny policy. Finally, if these applications
were IFS aware, these policies could be set up based on user input
when the user runs the application for the first time.

6.2.2

Server applications

We wrote and tested policies for server applications like a web
server (apache2), a web server with a php-based photo application (gallery), a mail server (postfix and procmail), an

Application /usr/sbin/postfix root.root
Wshare /var/mail/
Fcap /var/spool/postfix/pid/ root.root
Fcap /var/spool/postfix/private perm=00750
CAP /usr/lib/postfix/master net_bind_service
setgid setuid
CAP /usr/lib/postfix/pickup setgid setuid
...

Figure 4: Policy for the Postfix MTA

IMAP server (Dovecot), a DHCP server (dhcp3), a print server
(Cupsd), an SVN server (Svnserve), and an ftp server (vsftpd)
based on most of the services running on our cluster server (see
Section 6.1). We used our profiling tool to derive the file sharing
policies for these applications.
The basic web server policy is shown in Figure 2. This policy
only allows committing the server log files for safe keeping. The
Fcap capabilities are needed so that apache2 can access the relevant files when running as the www-data user (these files are
owned and readable only by the root user in the base environment).
We also downloaded and ran the gallery application [17] within
the web server running in an IFS. This application stores albums,
pictures, album users, etc. in the /var/www/albums directory.
We added a single commit line in the apache2 policy file for this
directory because it stores important user data. Any other operation
performed by gallery or apache2 is confined to the IFS.
The postfix policy shown in Figure 4 allows write sharing of
the /var/mail folder so that mail clients running in a different
IFS can access these folders. Postfix runs its main process as user
root but it has various processes running as user postfix. It
needs file capabilities because the root user has no special privileges in IFS. The master proces needs net_bind_service
to bind to privileged port 25 and setuid and setgid because it
runs processes as user postfix and changes its identity to each
user that receives mail. Seven other processes are forked by the
master process and start executing as the root user. They require
setuid and setgid to later switch to the postfix user (only one is
shown in the figure). The policy files for the rest of the applications
are all simpler than the postfix policy and not presented here.

6.3

Taint Propagation and Logging

In this section, we measure the contamination that can occur due
to explicitly shared or committed files and the storage requirements
of tracking and logging the actions of processes contaminated by
the taint propagation rules shown in Table 3. This data is hard to
collect because it requires attacks on real user systems. A hon-

Experiment time
Total log size
Total # of events
Namespace events
Total files

Client
10 days
30.8GB
454.4 M
0.2 M (.04%)
276,118

Server
14 days
26.1GB
151.8 M
3.5 M (2.3%)
3,315,437

Table 6: Forensix logging statistics
Tainted files
Client
acroread
firefox
amsn
thunderbird
nautilus
gedit
Server
svnserve
apache2
dovecot/imap
mysqld
pine
procmail

Logged Events

2
107
134
174
198
222

0.3 million (.07%)
0.4 million (.09%)
0.4 million (.09%)
1.7 million (.37%)
1.4 million (.31%)
10.0 million (2.2%)

65
5
35
15
20
38

3.6 million (2.4%)
3.7 million (2.4%)
4.7 million (3.1%)
3.7 million (2.4%)
4.3 million (2.8%)
4.8 million (3.2%)

Table 7: Taint propagation and logging

eypot can be used to detect attack activity, but it may cause little
contamination because it has no real users. Instead, we use the data
collected in the user study described in Section 6.1 to provide an estimate of the level of contamination that may occur and the logging
requirements during normal system activity.
For this experiment, we tainted all invocations of an application and measured the number of tainted files in the system and
the amount of logging that would have occurred over the course of
10-14 days. This experiment was performed entirely in the backend system, and simulates the case of an application being tested
in IFS and then being committed to the base. In general, we expect
users to run network applications in IFS while mainly committing
data files, so this is a worst case scenario for tainting and logging
during normal user activity.
Tables 6 and 7 shows the tainting and logging results. Table 6
shows the number of days over which taint propagation was performed, the total amount of data and the number of system call
events logged by Forensix (in million), the number of file namespace related system calls, and the total number of files that either
existed on the system or were created during the 10 or 14 day
tainting period. Table 7 shows several different client or server
applications that we tainted (one at a time), the number of existing tainted files at the end of tainting period, and the number of
tainted events that would have been logged by Solitude (also shown
as a percentage of the total number of events logged by Forensix). These tainted events include the namespace events (tainted
or otherwise) shown in Table 6 that are always logged in Solitude.
Table 7 shows that the number of tainted files is relatively small
for all applications, including applications like firefox that was run
over 100 times during the tainting period, and hence post-intrusion
base file-system recovery should be a feasible option. The percentage numbers for the applications also shows that the total amount
of logging in Solitude should be much smaller than our original
Taser/Forensix system.

6.4

Performance Overhead

We measured the overhead introduced by Solitude by running a
set of benchmarks representing different client or server workloads.
We ran two client workloads within an IFS: 1) untar of a Linux
kernel source tarball, representing a filesystem-intensive workload,
and 2) kernel build of the Linux sources, which is mainly CPU
bound and determines the overhead imposed when running similar CPU bound applications in a regular desktop environment. We
ran three server workloads in an IFS: 1) a large 230 MB file download, which stresses the file-system read performance and represents a media streaming server, 2) a large 230 MB file upload,
which stresses the file-system write performance and represents an
FTP or a video blogging site, and 3) the Apache ab benchmark,
which stresses a standard Apache web server by issuing back-toback requests with four concurrent processes running 20 clients that
request files ranging from 1KB to 15KB, and is representative of a
loaded server environment.
We ran the tests on a Solitude-enabled Ubuntu Linux 6.06 machine with four Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.00GHz processors, 2GB
of RAM and a local ext3 hard disk. The client machine for the
server experiments is connected to the target machine with a Gigabit network. We repeated each test at least 5 times and our results
are averaged over these tests.
Figure 5 shows the performance overhead of Solitude for the five
benchmarks compared to a regular Linux system. The y-axis shows
the overhead in terms of running time for the first four experiments
and in terms of network throughput for the CPU-saturated web
server benchmark. The top graph shows the overhead for a process
running in IFS and the bottom graph for a process running in base.
Each segment of the bar shows the overhead introduced by the various components of Solitude. We obtained these results by starting
with the base Linux system and then running experiments that progressively added these components one at a time. For an IFS process, these components include 1) the pass-through user-level file
system built on FUSE, 2) the basic copy-on-write IFS environment,
3) IFS sharing and capability policy module, and 4) the kernel-level
tainting module. The base components include the tainting module
and the backend logging (and recovery) system. In both cases, the
tainting module is run with no tainted files or processes to isolate
the overhead introduced by logging. For the logging component,
we taint the application and run the test to measure the overhead of
running an entire application that was downloaded in an IFS and
committed to the base.
The Untar test creates a large number files and directories, stressing the IFS file system. The FUSE overhead is largely a consequence of filesystem operations being redirected into user-space
code which then makes more system calls into the kernel, and as
a result, the user-level IFS code also incurs significant overhead.
We expect both these overheads to decrease dramatically with a
kernel-level implementation. The Solitude overhead occurs almost
entirely due to hard links. Solitude, in addition to tainting, provides a file generation number for uniquely identifying files to the
IFS code. As described in Section 5.1.1, the code stores the inode
and generation number in a persistent mapping table for correctly
handling the multiple names of a file due to hard links. In the future, we plan to assess whether hard links are sufficiently useful for
IFS applications to justify the implementation complexity and overhead. For a base process, logging introduces significant overhead
because all file and directory updates are logged to the backend system. This represents the worst case scenario when the entire tar
application is tainted and run in the base.
The Build and the Apache benchmarks have smaller overhead
than Untar in IFS and minimal overhead in base. The Upload
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Figure 5: Performance overhead in IFS and base

benchmark stresses the FUSE code in IFS and the logging code in
base since the tainted file is logged to the backend. The Download
benchmark has no overhead.

7.

RELATED WORK

There are several areas related to this work, access control, sandboxing techniques, file systems, and intrusion analysis and recovery. Access control policies restrict access to a system and its objects based on a set of discretionary or mandatory policies. Discretionary policies permit users to entirely determine the access that
is granted to the resources they own, allowing them to give access
to these resources to unauthorized users, whether by accident or
malice. For example, in the Unix context, a file owner may set
file permissions incorrectly, allowing implicit sharing of files with
other users. Users can use Unix groups to share files, but these
groups must be created by administrators, and it is not easy to provide per-application isolation with the Unix access control model.
In contrast, IFS environments provide application isolation by default, and when applications do not require any Linux capabilities,
the applications can be started in IFS environments by any user.
Unix systems provide setuid capabilities that allow bypassing all
access controls, making it dangerous for programs to possess these
capabilities. IFS provides a finer-grained capability model that enhances Linux capabilities.
Mandatory policies enforce explicit sharing and are specified by
an administrator based on the principle of least privilege. For example, SELinux [16] provides a powerful mandatory access control
model, but it is commonly acknowledged that designing SELinux
policies is a complicated process [10]. Solitude provides a simpler, but more coarse-grained isolation model in which policies are
primarily needed for file sharing. However, more importantly, access control requires correctly specifying policies, while with our
commit sharing policy, errors can be handled until commit is performed. Furthermore, Solitude audits and tracks commits and de-

pendant changes so that if our sharing policies are used incorrectly
and lead to attacks, it is still possible to recover the system.
The UMIP model, similar to Solitude, aims to preserve system
integrity in the face of network-based attacks [14]. This model
leverages information available in existing discretionary access control (DAC) policies to derive file labels for mandatory integrity protection. The basic UMIP policy partitions processes into low and
high integrity. When a process performs an operation that potentially contaminates it, such as via reading from a network socket
or communicating with another low integrity process, it drops integrity and cannot perform sensitive operations. The basic UMIP
policy is enhanced with capability exceptions to support server applications. Our capability model was developed concurrently and
has many similarities with UMIP capabilities. The primary difference is that our default policy is read sharing and not read deny,
and hence our policy files are easier to specify because they typically do not need exceptions for reading files. More importantly,
UMIP does not provide isolation to client-side applications run by
the same user because it uses DAC policies to configure its policies.
Since UMIP is an access control mechanism, it shares the limitation with SELinux that the policies must be correctly specified
when files are updated. In contrast, our copy-on-write approach allows files to be in both low and high integrity states with explicit
commits to raise the integrity of the files.
Information flow control systems employ the principle of least
privilege to limit the impact of software vulnerabilities. For example, HiStar [38] allows users to specify precise security policies,
but it often requires restructuring applications to meet its security
goals. Our focus is on improving isolation by retrofitting existing
applications.
Sandboxing techniques such as virtual-machine isolation and operating system-level virtualization ensure that the effects of an application are constrained within a restricted environment. Hypervisorbased virtual machines (VM) can provide strong isolation guarantees but they have limited support for sharing. For example, a virtual machine can be used to run multiple versions of the Office
word processor, but each machine has its own separate desktop that
may lead to a confusing and error-prone user experience.
A second virtualization approach that trades security for efficiency is to use operating system-level virtualization in which a
single physical server is partitioned so that it appears as multiple
servers that can be administered independently. This approach has
been implemented in several operating systems such as BSD [11],
Solaris [22] and Linux [28]. While similar to our isolation environment, OS virtualization is still designed primarily for isolating
applications run by untrusting users (e.g., the different customers of
a service provider) and thus focuses on avoiding denial-of-service
attacks and provides limited sharing. For instance, in university or
small corporate environments, a single machine is often used to run
several server applications such as a web server, mail server, print
server, etc. on behalf of the same set of users. With OS virtualization, by default, each of these server applications would require
its own list of users and user directories. We envision using isolation environments for different applications run by the same user or
by a group of users within the same organization and thus aim to
provide better support for sharing and ease of use.
CapDesk [36] strives to enforce the principle of least authority by
offering interactive policy configuration, such as granting access to
files, when running applications. When trusted policy files are not
available, a similar approach could be used in Solitude. Microsoft
has recently released its Softgrid/SystemGuard technology for virtualizing applications [2]. Softgrid uses a single OS, but uses the
SystemGuard virtual application environment to keep application

dependencies (DLLs, registry entries, fonts, etc.) separate from the
rest of the system, which allows streaming and running multiple
versions of an application such as Office within the same OS. SystemGuard uses a copy-on-write file system but does not allow users
to commit applications or their configurations to the base, and also
does not allow for auditing, tracking or recovery of the base system. GreenBorder is another application virtualization technology
that provides copy-on-write protection, but is tailored to provide
protection for specific applications such as web browsers [8].
In One-way Isolation [30], untrusted processes observe the environment of their host system, but the effects of these processes
are isolated from other applications. Once the code is trusted, all
changes made by it can be committed to the host system. Our commit sharing method is motivated by this work. However, while this
work proposes using one-way isolation for testing and debugging,
we propose to limit sharing by running applications in the long term
in this environment. As a result, our system provides support for
explicit sharing across the isolation environments, an enhanced capability model for running server applications securely, the ability
to commit selectively as well as perform recovery even after data is
committed.
The idea of per-process namespaces first appeared in Plan 9 [21],
although it was largely motivated by representing various resources
as file systems. Solitude uses namespaces to isolate changes made
by each application. Solitude has similarities with the Ventana file
system [20] that provides sharing and file-level rollback with a rich
file-system level versioning scheme. However, Ventana primarily
focuses on using and managing virtual disks in a virtual machine
environment, while Solitude aims to maintain integrity and provide recovery facilities after an attack. Many file systems [25, 19]
have been developed for creating snapshots for versioning and recovery. These file systems typically implement versioning at the
block level which is simpler to implement and provides good performance. However, our goal is to enable limited sharing and selective commits at the file-system level, and hence IFS uses copyon-write at the file-system level.
Transactional file systems, for example QuickSilver [7] and Vista’s
TxF (transactional file system) [34], allow file system operations to
be handled like transactions so that all the changes within a transaction are committed to disk atomically and the intermediate states
of a transaction are not visible to other applications or transactions
within the same application. Both file systems require changes to
applications to use a transactional interface to start, abort or commit a transaction, and they use a pessimistic locking mechanism
for ensuring consistency. Quicksilver holds read locks on files until the file is closed and write locks until the end of a transaction.
Directories are locked when they are modified, for example when a
directory is renamed, created or deleted. TxF’s locking mechanism
is also very similar to QuickSilver. However, a file can be read and
written in two different transactions concurrently. In this case, the
reads do no see the modifications made by the other transaction.
In contrast to QuickSilver and TxF, our IFS environment supports existing applications without requiring any changes to these
applications. It provides transactional semantics via commit sharing at the IFS granularity, and hence transactions can exist for long
periods of time. To ensure availability in the face of long-running
transactions, IFS uses an optimistic concurrency control method
that allows the different IFS environments to concurrently access
and modify files. IFS transactions can either be rolled back by discarding the entire IFS environment or IFS allows using resolution
policies when conflicts occur during a commit [32].
File-system workloads have been extensively characterized for
improving file system performance through prefetching and cach-

ing [35, 23]. We observe that sharing of files between different applications is relatively uncommon and thus suggest using explicit
file-sharing mechanisms.
Several efforts have focused on analysis and recovery of compromised systems. The Repairable File Service [39] logs file system
activity and performs contamination analysis to provide system recovery after an intrusion. Backtracking [12] helps determine the
source of attacks by tracking dependencies among kernel objects
in reverse time order. Taser [6] determines and reverts the effects
of malicious file-system activities by tracking similar dependencies
in reverse and forward order. Hsu et al. [9] propose a malware removal framework that allows rolling back untrusted updates.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have described Solitude, a multiple namespace file-system
isolation environment designed for existing applications. Solitude
explores how the benefits of a shared namespace may be preserved
while limiting the implicit sharing that allows compromises to propagate and confounds forensic analysis and recovery. To enable
sharing, Solitude requires an explicit file sharing specification between its isolation environments and the base file system, which
also helps improve accountability of changes to persistent state.
Solitude’s capability restrictions ensure that even if malware compromises a legitimate program running with some privileges in its
isolation environment, then it would be unable to embed itself deep
into the system (e.g. by loading a kernel module) because the host
application would likely possess only a few capabilities. When
sharing operations lead to an attack in the base environment, Solitude provides the ability to perform system-level intrusion analysis
and file-system recovery based on tracking contamination.
We are currently exploring several avenues of future work. We
plan to study whether our isolation and recovery methods are applicable to other systems such as Windows that provide several means
of communication between applications including registry entries.
We are investigating the use of handler programs that are activated
on sharing or commit operations as a way of detecting malicious
synchronization operations, For example, a spyware detector could
be run during each commit. Currently, IFS environments need to
be started manually. We plan to address these issues with a kernellevel IFS implementation. Finally, we plan to explore the use of the
Solitude infrastructure as a debugging environment and for configuration management.
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